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The clean solution 

TopLine Sanitisers
Active protection of patients
and nursing staff

DIS TR IBUTED  BY

Cleaning and disinfection appliance TopLine 30 for the 
bathroom of the patients’ rooms, e. g. on the isolation ward. 
With mounting frame.

Dimensions (mm): 
Basic frame: 
w 650, d 450, h 2210
Visible fronts:
w 530, h 1760

Cleaning and disinfection appliance TopLine 30 with WC 
outlet for the bathroom in the patients’ room, e. g. on the 
isolation ward. With mounting frame and complete piping 
as well as central connections for all commercially available 
WC types.

Dimensions (mm): 
Basic frame: 
B 650, T 450, H 2.210
Visible fronts:
w 530, h 1760

TopLine 30 – for the flush wall installation into bathrooms 

Pictures contain special equipment

MEIKO TopLine single appliances – seamless and  
adaptable hygiene security for every work room
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Safety you can rely on

Today, more than ever, strict hygiene standards are an absolute must in healthcare 

environments and patient welfare and safety are a primary concern.

Steam
Stop

Power
Clean

Thermo
Control Dry&Cool

Optimises hygiene and safety 
with a patented design which 
ensures that no steam es-
capes from the system.

Gets every last spot of your 
care utensils hygienically clean 
with a powerful telescopic ro-
tary jet and an optimised wash 
system that acts on all sides.

Takes reliable disinfection 
to the next level by offering 
patented control of the freely 
selectable* A0 value, carefully 
monitored by temperature 
sensors which cross-check 
each other‘s readings. 
*from 60 to 3000.

Uses fi ltered air to dry and 
cool, producing hygienically 
clean care utensils that are 
cool to the touch.

T.A.D. Chem 
Code StopCa

20

The Total Auto Disinfection 
(T.A.D.) function disinfects all 
the water pipes in the machine 
after each completed wash 
cycle to avoid the risk of re-
contamination. 

Uses a unique suction lance 
coding system to eliminate 
the risk of mixing up rinse aid 
and detergent and to ensure a 
validated process.

Guarantees high operating 
reliability by using sensors to 
monitor dosing of the deter-
gent and of the softener/rinse 
aid mix.
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•  Disinfects the entire system every time you start a wash
program

•  Cools and dries care utensils with HEPA-filtered air
•  Completely steam-tight system. No steam is released, not even

when the door is opened at the end of the wash program
•  Certified to DIN EN ISO 15883 by an independent test institute

which, in turn, is accredited by the central authority of the Ger-
man federal Länder for health protection regarding medicinal
products and medical devices

•  Energy-optimised disinfection process. The machine only uses
the energy required to reach the preset  A0 value

•  Displays target and actual A0 value

•  Allows user to select A0 value (A 0 60 / A 0 600 / A 0 3000)
•  Helpful and informative 4 x 20-character plain text display with

energy-saving mode
•  Nozzle system configured to get care utensils perfectly clean,

including a unique controllable telescopic rotary jet designed to
thoroughly clean the inside of the utensils

Here’s how MEIKO TopLine helps prevent infections and protect patients and staff:

So hilft TopLine Infektionen zu verhindern und Patienten sowie Pflegepersonal zu schützen

MEIKO TopLine – reliable hygiene management 
for dirty utility rooms

What do people all over the world expect from today’s nursing profession? Certainly 
compliance with relevant laws and standards and a duty of care, but also proper 

adherence to occupational health and safety guidelines plus regular monitoring and 
documen-tation of infection control measures. The aim is clear – to prevent infectious 
diseases in hospitals and care homes.
MEIKO can actively assist you in this task by providing professional expertise and 
reliable cleaning and disinfection technology, so you get the reassurance of reliable 
hygiene from a single source. We can help you plan your facilities and choose the right 
technology and chemicals. What’s more, we offer superb technical support and 
professional consulting services even after the sale, because we believe in forging 

long-term partnerships with our customers.
Whatever your needs, our bespoke hygiene management solutions have got you 

covered. Meeting statutory and infection control requirements is a serious business – 
but with MEIKO at your side you can be confident of getting it right.
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TopLine – More than just technology

Type ‘AA’ air gap according to DIN EN 1717

MIKE 2 electronic control system

Proximity switch to operate door (optional)

Nozzle system for intensive cleaning

Deep-drawn wash chamber, self-cleaning

Powerful telescopic rotary jet

Siphon monitoring system

HEPA fi lter (H13)

Foot switch to operate door (optional)
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What do people all over the world expect from today’s nursing profession? Certainly compliance with 
relevant laws and standards and a duty of care, but also proper adherence to occupational health and 
safety guidelines plus regular monitoring and documentation of infection control measures. The aim is 
clear – to prevent infectious diseases in hospitals and care homes.

MEIKO can actively assist you in this task by providing professional expertise and reliable cleaning and 
disinfection technology, so you get the reassurance of reliable hygiene from a single source. We can help 
you plan your facilities and choose the right technology and chemicals. What’s more, we offer superb 
technical support and professional consulting services even after the sale, because we believe in forging 
long-term partnerships with our customers. Whatever your needs, our bespoke hygiene management 
solutions have got you covered. Meeting statutory and infection control requirements is a serious business 
– but with MEIKO at your side you can be confident of getting it right.

Reliable hygiene management for dirty 
utility rooms
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TopLine 20XL
• Double work unit which is versatile in its functions, easy to install and compact.

• Floor mounted appliances

• Cleaning and disinfection appliance with plinth. Just place in position and connect.

• The ideal way of utilising existing connections.

• Available with automatic doors

Code Description Width Depth Height

UPM200140 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 20 XL (side-by-side) 1000 mm 450 - 588 mm 1730 mm

UPM200150 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 20 XL AT (side-by-side) - with Auto Door & Foot 1000 mm 450 - 588 mm 1730 mm

TopLine 10
• Clear-of-the-floor wall mounting

• The easy way of installing a cleaning and disinfection appliance.

• Space-saving and ready for connection.

• A practical and compact work unit

• Available with automatic doors

Code Description Width Depth Height

UPM200100 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 10 500 mm 450 or 588 mm 1630 mm

UPM200110 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 10 AT - with Auto Door 500 mm 450 or 588 mm 1630 mm

UPM200120 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 20 500 mm 450 - 588 mm 1730 mm

UPM200130 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 20 AT - with Auto Door & Foot 500 mm 450 - 588 mm 1730 mm

Many of the dirty utility rooms of hospitals and care homes no longer comply with current regulations and 
hygiene standards as well as the demands of nursing staff. TopLine single appliances were specially 
designed for rapid and uncomplicated installation to replace out-dated cleaning and disinfection 
technology. 

TopLine 10 & TopLine 20 - for the clear-of-the-floor wall mounting & floor 
mounted appliances

TopLine 20XL - floor mounted appliances

They can be modified to fit into the position of the old appliance whatever the make of the original -  
and to use the same connections.

TopLine 20
• Floor mounted appliances

• Cleaning and disinfection appliance with plinth. Just place in position 
and connect.

• The ideal way of utilising existing connections.

• A work unit which is versatile in its functions, easy to install and 
compact.

• Available with automatic doors

replace out-dated cleaning and disinfection technology. They can be modified to fit into 
the position of the old appliance whatever the make of the original – and to use the 
same connections.

TopLine 20 – floor mounted appliances

Pictures contain special equipment

MEIKO TopLine single appliances – the rapid solution for 
renovation and modernisation projects 

Many of the dirty utility rooms of hospitals and care homes no longer comply with 
current regulations and hygiene standards as well as the demands of nursing staff. 
TopLine  single appliances were specially designed for rapid and uncomplicated 
installation to 

TopLine 10 – for the clear-of-the-floor wall mounting

• Clear-of-the-floor wall mounting

• The easy way of installing a cleaning and disinfection appliance.

• Space-saving and ready for connection.

• A practical and compact work unit

• Available with automatic doors
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Accessories

Code Description Width Depth Height

UPA400100 Basket insert with hinged lid - Meiko - - -

UPA400110 Basket with hinged lid for small items - Meiko - - -

UPA400200 Bottle Rack - Meiko TU50 - 8 Urine Bottles (drip tray sep) 500 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400210 Bottle Rack - Meiko TU70 - 11 Urine Bottles (drip tray sep) 700 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400250 Pan & Bottle Rack - Meiko TUS 140 - 9 Pan & 9 Bottle (drip tray sep) 1400 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400260 Pan & Bottle Rack - Meiko TUS 50 - 6 Pan & 6 Bottle (drip tray sep) 500 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400300 Pan Rack - Meiko TS100 - 12 Pans (drip tray sep) 1000 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400310 Pan Rack - Meiko TS50 - 3 Pans (drip tray sep) 500 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400320 Pan Rack - Meiko TS70 - 6 Pans (drip tray sep) 700 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400330 Pan Rack - Meiko TS90 - 9 Pans (drip tray sep) 900 mm 350 mm 650 mm

UPA400340 Pan Rack (Not Mounted) - Meiko - For vertical storage of bedpans - 4 Pan - - -

UPA400350 Pan Rack (Not Mounted) - Meiko - For vertical storage of bedpans - 8 Pan - - -

UPA400400 Rack (Internal) - Meiko - SUH 1 Internal rack (Non-standard in Aust) - - -

UPA400410 Rack (Internal) - Meiko - SUH 2 Quick-change rack (Standard in Aust) - - -

UPA400420 Rack (Internal) - Meiko - TopCut B - Quick Change Rack with Bag Empty - - -

UPA400430 Rack (Internal) - Meiko - TopCut H - Bag Emptying Rack (internal) - - -

UPA400500 Drip tray (For all wall-mounted racks) - Meiko - Stainless Steel (order with rack) - - -
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TopLine 30 with WC Outlet

Code Description Basic 
Frame

Visible 
Fronts

UPM200180 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 30 WC 650 x 450 x 
2210 mm

530 x 
1760 mm

UPM200190 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 30 WCAT 
- with Auto Door

650 x 450 x 
2210 mm

530 x 
1760 mm

TopLine 30

Code Description Basic 
Frame

Visible 
Fronts

UPM200160 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 30 650 x 450 x 
2210 mm

530 x 
1760 mm

UPM200170 Sanitiser - Meiko - TopLine 30 AT 
- with Auto Door

650 x 450 x 
2210 mm

530 x 
1760 mm

• Single wall mounted appliance – seamless and adaptable

• Hygiene security for every work room

• Cleaning and disinfection appliance TopLine 30 for the bathroom of 
the patients’ rooms, e.g. on the isolation ward.

• With mounting frame

• Available with automatic doors

• Cleaning and disinfection appliance TopLine 30 with WC outlet for the 
bathroom in the patients’ room, e. g. on the isolation ward.

• With mounting frame and complete piping as well as central 
connections for all commercially available WC types.

• Available with automatic doors

In addition to the Meiko cleaning and disinfection technology, we can also supply you with a comprehensive 
range of accessories for safe and ergonomic working and the hygienic storage of care utensils.

TopLine 30 & TopLine 30 with WC Outlet - for the flush wall installation into 
bathrooms

Cleaning and disinfection appliance TopLine 30 for the 
bathroom of the patients’ rooms, e. g. on the isolation ward. 
With mounting frame.

Dimensions (mm): 
Basic frame: 
w 650, d 450, h 2210
Visible fronts:
w 530, h 1760

Cleaning and disinfection appliance TopLine 30 with WC 
outlet for the bathroom in the patients’ room, e. g. on the 
isolation ward. With mounting frame and complete piping 
as well as central connections for all commercially available 
WC types.

Dimensions (mm): 
Basic frame: 
B 650, T 450, H 2.210
Visible fronts:
w 530, h 1760

TopLine 30 – for the flush wall installation into bathrooms 

Pictures contain special equipment

MEIKO TopLine single appliances – seamless and  
adaptable hygiene security for every work room

+ WC 
Outlet
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* Pictures contain special equipment
** Optional: lamp shade and lamp

Accessories and range of fixtures 

In addition to the MEIKO cleaning and disinfection technology, we can also supply 
you with a comprehensive range of accessories for safe and ergonomic working and 
the hygienic storage of care utensils. We illustrate below 6 examples of practical 
solutions. We would be happy to develop a range of suggested solutions specially for 
you.  Just give us a call. We would be pleased to help you at a moment’s notice.

0483
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Accessories and range of fixtures 

In addition to the MEIKO cleaning and disinfection technology, we can also supply 
you with a comprehensive range of accessories for safe and ergonomic working and 
the hygienic storage of care utensils. We illustrate below 6 examples of practical 
solutions. We would be happy to develop a range of suggested solutions specially for 
you.  Just give us a call. We would be pleased to help you at a moment’s notice.
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www.aidacare.com.au
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